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promise. By and large, it can be said that the political forces which generally supported
the modernization of British education over this period were the Liberal Party, the
Labour Party and movement, and nonconformist religious groups; while traditionalism
in education was generally supported by the Tories and Conservatives, the Church of
England, and the Roman Catholic Church.
The Forster Act of 1870 had been a victory for the modernizing forces to the
degree that it had made it possible for local elected school boards to use taxes to
support elementary schools. By the Free Education Act of 1891 the local boards could
provide education free for children without a test for poverty. Thus, in the course of
the 1880s and 1890s an elementary education was fairly quickly made available to
large numbers of British children. In 1872 there were some 8,700 pupils in board
schools, by 1883 there were a million and by 1896 two million. Meanwhile, the
voluntary schools run by the churches, mainly by the Church of England, grew from a
million in 1870 to two and a half million in 1896.
But mere expansion by no means satisfied the working class leaders who began
to form new organizations from the 1880s onward in order to link political action
with trade union organization. These increasingly adopted a socialist orientation and
platform.13 Preeminent in the writings of such leaders as William Morris, H.W.
Hobart, Annie Besant, and Margaret McMillan was the doctrine that not only was
education a right of all children, but it must be provided free in common secular
schools. Only in such schools could children learn the lessons of reason and science
free from the trammels set by orthodox religion and upper-class biases. Through the
efforts of the Social Democratic Federation, the Independent Labour Party, the Fabian
Society, the Trades Union Congress, and other groups, men and women of working-
class orientation were elected to local school boards to try to achieve such educational
goals for their children. Considerable gains were made in the course of thirty years to
the turn of the century, including the establishment of higher elementary schools to
extend the period of schooling for lower class children.
Meanwhile, however, many leaders of the Church of England and Roman
Catholic Church became increasingly alarmed at the spread of state secular schools
and the threat they posed, both economically and socially, to the grammar schools
which sorely needed funds. When the Tories were in power from 1895 to 1905,
political pressure was stepped up to stem or to reverse the trend. The culmination of
their effort was the Balfour Act of 1902 which was bitterly opposed by Labour and
socialist groups, by Liberals, and by nonconformist religious groups, but nevertheless
was passed by a majority of 123 in Parliament after fifty-seven days of debate.14
This Conservative act set the basic character of public control until near the end
of the Second World War. It abolished the old school boards and handed over public
educational responsibility to the newly organized agencies of local government,
namely, county councils and county borough councils. These were less likely to be
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